Ponte Vedra High School Summer Reading 2021 :: 11th Grade and AP Language and Composition

English III Standard:

Jake Reinvented by, Gordon Korman

Assignment: Characterization: Complete a
characterization for Jake and two other characters in
the novel. Your characterization should include the
following for each of the three characters :
--One direct characterization (description by the
narrator)
--One indirect characterization (description of one
character by another character)
--For each of the examples include a passage
from the book. You should have a total of six
entries.
--This can be typed or hand written on one sheet
of paper. You may use the back of the page if
necessary.
Your one page characterization will be due the FIRST
day of class.

English III Honors:

Huckleberry Finn by, Mark Twain

Assignment: Create an 8x10 color map that illustrates
the following about the Setting of the novel. Include the
following on your map:
--Choose six locations discussed in the novel
and illustrate them on your map.
--For each location, include a passage that
describes an aspect of the particular setting; it might be a
physical description of the place, a description of the
people in the location, or a passage that highlights the
action that takes place in the location.
--(Hint: you may want to start by looking at a map
of the Mississippi River and the area around Hannibal,
Missouri)!
--This is an honors level class. Your work should
show the appropriate amount of effort and detail.
Your map will be due the FIRST day of school.

Ponte Vedra High School Summer Reading 2021 :: 11th Grade and AP Language and Composition
Advanced Placement Language and Composition
The focus of AP Language is non-fiction. The most successful
AP Language students are able to make connections between
texts they are reading and history and current events.
You will use the concepts in this book throughout the year with
texts we read in class.

How to Read Non-Fiction Like a Professor by Thomas C.
Foster

Assignment: The book is divided into five sections. You are to
write up a summary of the basic concepts Mr. Foster presents
in each section. Clearly label each section.
Apply: Find a primary source for one of the categories. Read
and annotate the text using elements Mr. Foster illustrates in
the section.
--This is an Advanced Placement class. Your work should
demonstrate the appropriate effort and completeness required
of an AP class.
This assignment will be due the first day of class.

